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By Pramod K Nayar How wars and their disastrous effects are remembered varies from culture to culture. Memory-making, especially collective memory, is a ...
Opinion: History of unnatural destruction
We take the seven-day week for granted, rarely asking what anchors it or what it does to us. Yet weeks are not dictated by the natural order, and have been met with some fierce opposition over the ...
How the recalcitrant week came to govern our lives
This is the very natural hardwired instinct with which all critters ... Ben Franklin said it would be a republic if we could keep it. And so began our unnatural experiment. No student of our history ...
George Rebane: America the unnatural
Days, months, and years all make sense as units of time—they match up, at least roughly, with the revolutions of Earth, the moon, and the sun. Weeks, however, are much weirder and clunkier. A duration ...
We Live By a Unit of Time That Doesn’t Make Sense
But Kim’s high testosterone levels are exactly the opposite of this case, although his accusers claim this is also “unnatural” because of his age. Kim “looks natural,” but doubters doubt ...
Kim Jong-kook truly ‘unnatural’? What does science say?
CNN Uthra’s mother found her daughter lying motionless in bed at the family home, her left arm dotted with blood. Her family rushed her to the local Kollam ...
She died from a snakebite. But the real killer was her husband
This past summer as B.C. saw the mercury reach 49.6°C—the highest temperature ever recorded in Canada—wildfires ravaged forests and several towns across the province. As of August 23, 862,992 hectares ...
Who’s to blame for BC’s raging wildfires? It’s an incendiary mix
Taking to Instagram on Tuesday, the Fight For This Lover, 38, continued to plug her collaboration with We Are Feel health products, this time encouraging followers to use natural sleep aid Feel ...
Cheryl reveals history of using sleeping pills
But natural rivalries in the A-10 are basically ... This conference move feels a little strange and unnatural. But if new coach Drew Valentine can continue the Ramblers' run of NCAA Tournament ...
Why is Loyola embracing the unnatural rivalries of the A-10?
UK employers should stop asking jobseekers about their previous salaries, a campaign group is urging. The Fawcett Society says asking about previous pay when recruiting contributes to the gender pay ...
Stop asking about salary history, employers urged
Families are often quite interested in the partners who are brought into the fold via marriage and relationships, which is natural. What is a little unnatural is when families get too interested ...
Man's Family Hires Private Investigator After He Shares Plans To Propose To His Girlfriend
Adding an artificial enzyme to bacteria 1 allows them to carry out unnatural reactions that produce ... that had been engineered to produce natural enzymes from citrus trees.
Mutant enzymes give ordinary bacteria unnatural powers
Natural disasters usually result in a surge of insurance claims beyond the capacity of local workforces to respond. Hailstorm damage in Springfield Lakes from October 31, 2020, nearly six months ...
Opinion: The unnatural disaster of our closed borders
That led to rampant unnatural breeding ... “We are an ethical, honest, and natural farm — we ensure our calves are well taken care of, we don’t care if they’re male or female,” Radhika ...
How this Bengaluru startup is creating the blueprint for sustainable and cruelty-free dairy farming
“This is not a natural cause of death, it’s a violent or unnatural cause of death. That means an inquest must take place. “In addition because he had an accident at work which led to him ...
Pets At Home fork lift truck driver died of 'mechanical asphyxiation'
Activities include an outdoor screening of Little Shop of Horrors with Westside Video, “The Unnatural History of Houseplants” with the UC Santa Cruz Arboretum and Botanic Garden, a natural dye ...
Calendar of Events | Harvest festivals and concerts come to Santa Cruz County
Silicon Valley is home to thousands of stray and feral cats that freely roam creeks, parks and trails. And in Mountain View, a possible uptick in free-roaming felines has revived a controversial ...
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